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Starting with the ashes left in nineteen ninety-nine

Everything seemed lost but a swimmer named Neill would drive all of us to shine

Spiriting the alums he signed up Chase, and Ian, Dav-ey and Cy-rus
Rushing for a bigger band, with them sharing a vision that has unified us.

We are bringing back S A E

Once a-
gain a part of M I T

venting something fresh: a beacon for all of the rest

bonding us together. A happy band we are we are truly blessed
Public service needs We're making the world a better place for others For the

rest of our lives we'll sing all our songs, celebrating what we did as brothers The

Phoenix is so proud; we're not just following the crowd
show-ing what fra-ter-ni-ty can be gleam-ing in the twen-ty first cen - tur - y

We are bring-ing back S A E Once a-

gain we're lead - ing M I